
 

INTEX Ghost Drywall
Sander & Starmix iPulse L-
Class Dust Extractor
Combo
Code: C2761-KL

$3,295.00 +GST $3,789.25 incl. GST

Description

INTEX Ghost Drywall Sander & Starmix iPulse L-Class Dust Extractor Combo

Intex Ghost Drywall Sander

Industrial power sander designed to provide efficient and flawless sanding results for plasterboard walls and ceilings whilst
extracting dust as it is generated.

Sander is also compatible for use in other industries with related surface applications, including cement sheets, concrete,
or timber.

Its high-performance variable-speed motor is practically vibration-free and generates orbital disc speeds of 650 to 1600
RPM.

The lightweight, perfectly balanced design significantly reduces the effects of fatigue and repetitive strain injury (RSI).
particularly during ceiling operations.
Sander features a unique multi-directional sanding head, eliminating surface gouging and ensuring maximum sanding
efficiency. The long-reach design limits the need for stilts and scaffolding.

Starmix iPulse L-Class Dust Extractor

Sized at 35L, this super industrial-grade wet and dry extractor designed for the most demanding of requirements. It
features patented iPulse self-cleaning technology, guaranteeing permanently clean filters. The advanced system cleans
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filters in 3.5 seconds during machine operation, eliminating downtime and intake flow operations. The twin polyester
cartridge filters provide 99.9% dust retention and are specifically designed for the thickest to finest duts filtration
requirements. Filters are fully sealed from the waste canister for safe access. The lightweight, high-speed motor
generates airflow at 64 litres /sec. with a variable control knob and powerful suction at 259 mbar (3.8psi). Featuring
bypass cooling for wet and dry vacuuming and liquid overflow protection with electronic shut-off sensors. Fitted with hose
storage and accessory fixation points. Tuned electronics allows the extractor to power on/off automatically once it is
switched on. Smooth running undercarriage easily rides over inconsistent work site terrain. Tool-free Twist and Lock hose
connection ensures minimal twisting or accidental loosening during operation. Designed to run continually, day in and day
out.
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